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Iris recognition has been widely recognized as one of the most performing 
biometric system. The accuracy performance of iris recognition system is 
measured by FAR (False Accept Rate) and FRR (False Reject Rate). FRR 
measures the genuine that is incorrectly denied by the system due to the 
changes in iris features (such as aging and health condition) and external 
factors that affected the iris image to be high in noise rate. The external 
factors such as technical fault, occlusion, and source of lighting caused 
the image acquisition which produce distorted iris images problem hence 
incorrectly rejected by the system. The current way of reducing FRR are 
wavelets and Gabor filters, cascaded classifiers, ordinal measure, multiple 
biometric modality and selection of unique iris features. Iris structure 
consists of unique features such as crypts, furrows, collarette, pigment 
blotches, freckles and pupil that are distinguishable among human. 
Previous research has been done in selecting the unique iris features 
however it shows low accuracy performance. As a solution, to improve 
the accuracy performance, this research proposes a new approach called as 
Modified Ant Colony Optimization that uses ant colony algorithm which 
search for crypts and radial furrow. The method consists of two tasks in 
obtaining the crypt and radial furrow features from the iris texture. The 
first task is the artificial ants that scan the pixel values according to the 
range of selected crypt or radial furrow. Then, the scanned pixels value is 
searched based on degree of angle (0o, 45o, 90o and 135o). The second 
task produces the confusion matrix and the blob of iris feature image is 
marked and indexed before stored into the database. In order to evaluate 
the performance of the proposed approach, FAR and FRR are measured 

Networked collaborative virtual environment (NCVE) allows users from 
diverse locations to work together via virtual workspaces. It is a complex 
environment requiring coordination amongst team members who are 
physically invisible and have loose-tie team relationships. To enhance 
team coordination, roles have been utilized to manage the segregation of 
tasks among users. Research shows that role transition is a key factor in 
a successful business process. It acts as a medium for a team to resolve 
conflict amongst its members. If the changes in roles are not managed 
effectively, the collaborative works can be disrupted and impose undue 
pressure on users. However, most studies in managing dynamic groups 
for NCVE are more inclined to resolve domain specific role transition 
issues. Furthermore, most existing role-transitions in NCVE must be dealt 
with manually by external entities to the NCVE system, which are solely 
done through human intervention. As a result, role transitions are hardly 
matched or coped with. Hence, this research explores the feasibility of 
having a socio-technical approach in managing role transitions that can be 
embedded in NCVE systems to assist both users and computer automation 
in managing role-transition. This research begins by conducting a case 
study, which is aimed at observing real-life scenarios in a call center 
environment. Using a goal directed approach; the real-life scenarios are 
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with Chinese Academy of Sciences’ Institute of Automation (CASIA) 
database for high quality images and Noisy Visible Wavelength Iris Image 
Databases (UBIRIS) database for noisy iris. By using CASIA version 3 
image databases, the crypt feature shows that the result of FRR is 18.05% 
and radial furrow gives 81.5% when FAR at 0.1%. For UBIRIS version 
1 database, the crypt feature indicates that the value FRR is 46.93% 
meanwhile the radial furrow shows the values of FRR 33.87% when FAR 
at 0.1%. To evaluate Modified Ant Colony Optimization, the genuine 
acceptance value (GAR) is measured to recognize iris features detection 
in low quality image environment. The experiment finding indicates that 
by using the Modified Ant Colony Optimization, radial furrow is able to be 
detected in distorted iris images with 84.62% since its own characteristics 
is obviously revealed. Moreover, the intersaction between FAR and FRR 
produces the Equal Error Rate (EER) with 0.21%, which indicated that 
equal error rate is lower than the previous standard value, which is 0.3%. 
Therefore, the advantages of using Modified Ant Colony Optimization are 
it has the capability to adapt with unique iris features in robust manner 
and use small amount of information in unique micro-characteristics of 
iris features to determine the user. The outcome of this new approach is 
to reduce the EER rates since lower EER rates indicates better accuracy 
performance. As a conclusion, the contribution of Modified Ant Colony 
Optimization extraction approach brings an innovation at the extrac 
extraction process in the biometric technology and provides benefits to 
the communities.

illustrated through four personas in eleven scenarios where they are further 
analyzed with abstract scenes analysis method to produce early findings. 
The findings are used as a basis to identify the dynamic behavior of roles 
and provisions of role transition through observation and exploration of 
the extensive possibilities of a Monopoly game. As a result, a new role 
transition structure is modeled. Next, the model is transformed into a set 
of language constructs via Baun-naun-form (BNF) to become a major 
extension to an existing scripting language named JACIE. Lastly, the 
language constructs are applied to a call center application to test their 
functionalities. This research has contributed to a flexible role transition 
management in the socio-technical approach in two ways: modeling 
and language constructs. The model supports a range of role transition 
management designs that are not bound by any specific domain. The 
language constructs enable programmers to develop prototypes of NCVE 
applications rapidly whilst hiding the complexity of technical details. In 
summary, this research shows that it is feasible to embed a role-transition 
manager into NCVE systems and it is applicable to a wider domain of 
applications as opposed to the current domain specific approach.




